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abstract

greater left than right reductions of p3 amplitude in schizophrenia during auditory oddball tasks have been interpreted as evidence of left-lateralized dysfunction. however, the contributions of methodological factors (response mode, stimulus properties, recording reference), which affect event-related potential (erp) topographies, remain unclear. we recorded 31-channel erps from 23 schizophrenic patients and 23 age- and gender-matched healthy controls (all right-handed) during tonal and phonetic oddball tasks, varying response mode (left press, right press, silent count) within subjects. performance accuracy was high in both groups but patients were slower. erp generator patterns were summarized by temporal principal components analysis (pca; unrestricted varimax) from reference-free current source density (cSD; spherical spline Laplacians) waveforms, which sharpen scalp topographies. cSD represents the magnitude of the radial current flow entering (source) and leaving (sink) the scalp. both patients and controls showed asymmetric frontolateral and parietotemporal n2 sinks peaking at 240 ms and asymmetric parietal p3 sources (355 ms) for targets (tonal R > L, phonetic L > R), but frontocentral n2 sinks and parietal p3 sources were bilaterally reduced in patients. a response-related midfrontal sink and accompanying centroparietal source (560 ms) were highly comparable across groups. however, a superimposed left temporal source was larger for silent count compared to button press, and this difference was smaller in patients. in both groups, left or right press produced opposite, region-specific asymmetries originating from central sites, modulating the n2/p3 complex. the results suggest bilaterally reduced neural generators of n2 and p3 in schizophrenia during auditory oddball tasks, but both groups showed comparable topographic effects of task and response mode. however, additional working memory demands during silent count may partially overlap in time the generation of the n2/p3 complex and differentially affect the asymmetry of p3 subcomponents, particularly when employing conventional erp measures.

introduction

the amplitudes of auditory event-related potentials (ERPs) during simple tone discrimination or “oddball” tasks have been found to be reduced in patients having schizophrenia (e.g.,1-11). this includes early ERPs, such as N1, that are related to sensory or attentional processing, and also the later cognitive N2 and P3 potentials. it has been hypothesized that the reductions of N2 and P3 are related to pathophysiology of temporal lobe structures involved in the generation or modulation of these auditory ERPs.12 additional support for this hypothesis has come from findings of greater reduction in N2 or P3 amplitude to tones in schizophrenia over left than right temporal lobe sites,13,14-16 and from evidence that this is related to asymmetric abnormalities of temporal lobe structures.17,18 some studies have, however, found bilateral, rather than asymmetric, P3 reduction in schizophrenia19,20 and neuroimaging data showing comparable volume reductions of both left and right temporal lobes.21 further complicating the interpretation of these conflicting findings is evidence showing that reduced P3 may be associated with reversed asymmetries in schizophrenia when handedness is considered, with right-handed patients showing greater reductions of the left temporal regions, and left-handed patients show the opposite pattern.22 in a meta-analysis of p300 asymmetry in schizophrenia, jeon and polich23 found no consistent asymmetrical P3 reductions; however, effect sizes for group comparisons were nevertheless larger over left than right temporal sites. although clinical or neuroanatomical differences between patients may account for the difference in P3 findings across these studies, another important contributor could be the different response modes used in the oddball tasks.24 most studies in which ERPs were recorded during silent counting of oddball tones found greater reduction of P3 amplitude over left (T7) than right (T8) temporal lobe sites in schizophrenic patients (cf. pivik et al.25 for modifications to the 10-20 system electrode nomenclature), whereas only a few studies using a button press response found this P3 asymmetry.

the difference in findings for silent-counting and button-press responses could stem from movement-related potentials (MRPs) in the latter task. in oddball tasks where a right button press was the predominant mode of response (e.g.,21,22), lateralized MRPs, which are negative in polarity and larger over frontocentral sites contralateral to the hand movement, might have interfered with demonstration of the P3 asymmetry difference between schizophrenic patients and controls. however, studies comparing P3 findings for silent-counting and button-pressing responses have yielded conflicting findings.26-28 ford et al.26 measured ERPs of 17 men with schizophrenia and 11 healthy controls in three tasks in which subjects counted oddball tones or pressed a button with either the right or left hand. while button presses
significantly affected P3 amplitude and asymmetry over left and right motor cortices (C3/4). Schizophrenic patients did not show smaller P3 over left than right temporal lobe sites (T7/8) in either silent-counting or button-pressing tasks. In contrast, Salisbury et al. reported that overall P3 amplitude was smaller and P3 asymmetry was reduced when healthy controls (n = 46) responded with the right finger as compared to silent counting of oddball tones. Using a reaction-time procedure to correct for contamination by MRPAs, the P3 asymmetry in the button-pressing task to the normal level, and the MRP-corrected data for healthy adults, or for silent-counting versus button-pressing responses in schizophrenic patients. The authors also observed a frontally reduced P3 amplitude in the Go condition compared to NoGo and silent-counting conditions, resulting in an anterior shift of the P3 topography (i.e., NoGo-anteriorization), which can be interpreted as a superposition of an anterior negativity associated with a motor response. However, no comparison was made of ERPs for right versus left hand responses in healthy adults, or for silent-counting versus button-pressing responses in schizophrenic patients.

It is also possible that the added cognitive demands of the silent-counting oddball task may enhance any P3 asymmetry differences between schizophrenic patients and controls. Although the silent-counting task has the advantage of avoiding the problem of motor potentials, it adds an additional working memory load because the subject must keep a running count of the number of oddballs. Neuroimaging studies suggest that maintenance of verbal information in working memory would be expected to increase activation in left frontal, temporal and parietal regions in healthy adults, but not in schizophrenic patients. In this regard, Salisbury et al. reported that their healthy adults had significant left-larger-than-right P3 asymmetry over lateral temporal sites in the silent-counting task, but not in the button-pressing task. Healthy adults tested in tasks with button-downs to oddball tones have actually shown greater P3 amplitude over right than left frontocentral sites, which is opposite the left-lateralized P3 seen in healthy adults by Salisbury et al. for the silent-counting task. Tenke et al. found evidence that the right-lateralized P3 in the button-pressing task was related to two different processes. First, it is due in part to response-related asymmetries associated with right-hand button presses. Second, it is related to the process of pitch discrimination, presumably reflecting the superiority of right hemisphere regions for pitch perception. The presence of a right-lateralized P3 to standard and novel stimuli for which no motor response is given also indicates that this P3 asymmetry is not due solely to overlapping MRPAs. Its relation to right hemispheric dominance for processing tonal stimuli is supported by its association with left ear (right hemisphere) advantage for dichotic pitch discrimination.

Studies measuring ERPs during phonetic and tonal oddball tasks have provided direct evidence of the contribution of lateralized neurocognitive processes to N2 and P3 asymmetries. Both healthy adults and schizophrenic patients showed task-related asymmetries of N2 and P3 in the expected direction, with larger amplitudes over right hemisphere sites for the tonal task, but over left hemisphere sites for the phonetic task. If abnormal N2 and P3 asymmetries in schizophrenia reflect a left-sided deficit in temporal lobe regions, one might expect such abnormalities to be particularly evident in the phonetic oddball task. Contrary to expectations, Kayer et al. did not find evidence of a specific left-sided reduction of N2 or P3 in schizophrenic patients in either the tonal or phonetic task. However, it should be noted that a silent-counting condition was not included in this study and the schizophrenic patients did not show an overall reduction of P3 amplitude, which may have contributed to the absence of a difference in P3 asymmetry between patients and controls. Although task-related asymmetries of N2 and P3 were modulated by response hand, evaluation of response hand effects was limited because right versus left button press was only compared across subjects.

Another important methodological difference between these studies is the choice of EEG recording reference. For instance, whereas Salisbury et al. employed a commonly used linked-earlobes reference, Ford et al. recorded EEG with sternovertebral reference, and our lab. and others have used nose-referenced recordings. The dependency of surface potentials on a recording reference (e.g., linked-mastoids, nose, average), and the way by which ERP components are quantified, crucially affect the identification and statistical analysis of N2 and P3. While the relative ERP topography is not affected by the reference choice (cf. discussion in Kayser et al.), different references can substantially affect ERP amplitudes, peak latencies and their local maxima, depending on the direction of the underlying neuronal generator, which, of course, may differ between groups. For example, relatively preserved P3 amplitudes in schizophrenia may be a direct consequence of using a nose reference; at the same time, this recording reference is likely to amplify differences in N2 amplitude between schizophrenic patients and healthy controls. The critical point is that the choice of the recording reference may affect what aspect (e.g., time interval, scalp location) of the ERP signal is ultimately analyzed.

The importance of using reference-independent descriptors of topographic P3 abnormalities in schizophrenia has been described by Strik et al. who also reported left-lateralized P3 reductions in patients using a silent count oddball paradigm with pure tones. We have proposed a two-step, generic analytic strategy to overcome these limitations. First, reference-dependent surface potentials are transformed into reference-free current source density (CSD; surface Laplacian) waveforms, which are an estimate of the local current flow normal to the scalp. While this transform not only eliminates redundant, volume-conducted contributions, yielding sharper topographies than ERPs, another core advantage is that, for a given EEG montage, any EEG reference will render the same, unique CSD waveforms, which completely removes the interpretational ambiguities stemming from the choice of recording reference. Second, to further disentangle temporally and spatially overlapping components, unique and orthogonal variance patterns are identified in these reference-free data by unrestricted Varimax-PCA using the covariance matrix, yielding neuronal generator patterns that may be directly related to known neuroanatomical circuits responsible for cognitive processing.

The present study was conducted to take full advantage of the combined CSD-PCA technique for distinguishing and quantifying the separate contributions of cognitive and response-related factors to ERP asymmetries in schizophrenic patients and healthy controls during auditory target detection tasks. The study design provides a direct comparison of N2/P3 amplitude and asymmetry during left button press, right button press, and silent button press in schizophrenia detection tasks, and provides information on whether response mode effects modulate patient-control differences in N2 and P3 asymmetry. Moreover, the use of both phonetic and tonal oddball tasks is of
Participants have been more frequently reported for silent-counting oddball tasks and may account for asymmetric P3 reductions in schizophrenia, which particular interest to investigate whether it may be reduced in patients cognitive demand when silently counting targets, it would be of the silent count condition. If this effect is indeed due to the added with the mid-frontal sink/centroparietal source factor, and was therefore enhancement of source activity over left lateral temporal sites only for mode modulated the earlier task-dependent effects, or substantially topographic maxima with opposite hemispheric asymmetries (tones: frontotemporal R > L; syllables: parietotemporal L > R); 2) a mid-parietal P3 source, which also showed task-dependent, asymmetric enhance-
tments; and 3) a mid-frontal sink accompanied by centroparietal sources occurring around the time of the subjects’ response to targets. The CSD component structure therefore clearly separated a classical P3b positivity from an overlapping anterior negativity.27 While response mode modulated the earlier task-dependent effects, or substantially altered their overall amplitude, an intriguing finding was a selective enhancement of source activity over left lateral temporal sites only for silent count (cf. Figure 8 in Kayser et al.45). This effect was associated with the mid-frontal sink/centroparietal source factor, and was therefore observed for a time period when participants updated their memory in the silent count condition. If this effect is indeed due to the added cognitive demand when silently counting targets, it would be of particular interest to investigate whether it may be reduced in patients and may account for asymmetric P3 reductions in schizophrenia, which have been more frequently reported for silent-counting oddball tasks.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Participants

Thirty-three inpatients (22 male, 11 female) at New York State Psychiatric Institute were recruited for the study, excluding left-handed individuals and those with a history of neurological illness or substance abuse. Data from 10 patients (7 male, 3 female) were excluded from the study due to an insufficient number of correct, artifact-free trials (at least 14 for any target condition) or a low signal-to-noise ratio, which prevented a recognizable ERP component structure in the individual waveforms. The 23 patients included in the final patient sample met DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia (paranoid, n = 11; undifferentiated, n = 6; disorganized, n = 1) or schizoaffective disorder (depressed type, n = 3; bipolar type, n = 2). Diagnoses were based on clinical interviews by psychiatrists and a semistructured interview including items from commonly-used instruments (e.g., SCID-P; SANS, SAPS). Symptom ratings were obtained using the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS). The total brief psychiatric rating scale (BPRS) score indicated that patients were mildly-to-moderately disturbed (Table 1). Most patients (n = 13) did not receive antipsychotic medications for at least 14 days before testing. Ten patients were treated with olanzapine (n = 5), clozapine (n = 2), risperidone (n = 1), haloperidol (n = 1), or fluphenazine (n = 1), with chlorpromazine equivalents ranging from 150 to 1506 mg/day.65 Patients were compared to 23 healthy volunteers (15 male) selected from a larger sample (N = 66) included in our previous report. Control participants, who had been recruited from the New York metropolitan area and paid US$15/hr, were without a history of neurological illness or substance abuse and without current or past psychopathology based on a standard screening interview (SCID-NP). Importantly, patient and control participants had been tested under the same protocol and during the same time period. Without knowledge about their behavioral performance or ERP data, healthy adults were carefully matched to individual patients with regard to gender, age, and handedness (Table 1). While patients tended to have less education than control participants, a typical characteristic of schizophrenia samples, the absolute difference was rather small (i.e., about 1.5 years).

Hearing acuity was assessed using standard audiometric procedures, which required all participants to have a difference of less than 10 dB between ears at threshold and a hearing loss no greater than 25 dB at 500, 1,000, or 2,000 Hz. The ethnic composition in both groups was representative for the New York region, including several racial categories in each group (patients vs. controls: White 9/15, Black 6/3, Hispanic 4/3, Asian 2/1, more than one race or other, 2/1). The experimental protocol had been approved by the institutional review board and was undertaken with the understanding and written consent of each participant.

**Stimuli and procedure**

The study protocol was a modification of our earlier auditory target detection (oddball) paradigms using tonal and phonetic stimuli, as already described in detail. Briefly, stimuli were either two complex tones, consisting of 250-ms square waves (25 ms rise and decay time) with fundamental frequencies of 444 and 485 Hz corresponding to the major notes A4 and B4, or two consonant-vowel syllables (/da/, /ta/),
spoken by a male voice and approximately matched to the complex tones by discriminability, duration, and root mean squared amplitude (cf. Figure 1 in Kayser and Tenke46). These tonal (T) and phonetic (P) stimuli have been shown to produce opposite perceptual asymmetries in dichotic listening studies (e.g.,67,68), and therefore provide a probe of cognitive processes predominantly performed by the right or left hemisphere. All stimuli were presented binaurally via a matched pair of TDH-49 earphones at a comfortable hearing level (72 dB SPL), with earphone orientation counterbalanced across participants.

During twelve 80-trial blocks (960 trials total), participants listened to a series of either tones or syllables (6 blocks each) consisting of 20% target and 80% nontarget stimuli (fixed 2,000 ms SOA). The assignment of target and nontarget stimulus was systematically alternated in two consecutive blocks (A4 vs. B4, /da/ vs. /ta/). Participants were instructed to respond to infrequent target stimuli as quickly and accurately as possible using one of three response modes: 1) a right-hand button press (R); 2) a left-hand button press (L); or 3) by silently counting (S) the targets (participants reported their target count at the end of the block). These response modes were systematically crossed with task type (T, P), and assignment order was counterbalanced across participants (e.g., PL-TL-PR-TR-PS-TS or TL-PL-TS-PS-TR-PR). To reduce ocular artifacts, participants were instructed to fixate a cross on a monitor while listening to the stimuli.

Data acquisition, recording, and artifact procedures

Nose-referenced scalp EEG (AFz ground) was continuously recorded at 200 samples/s from 30 extended 10-20-system locations (4 midline and 13 lateral pairs of tin electrodes embedded in a Lyrica stretch cap) within .1-30 Hz (-6dB/octave), along with bipolar recordings of vertical and horizontal eye movements (for complete montage and recording details, see 48). Volume-conducted blink artifacts were effectively removed from the raw EEG by means of spatial PCA generated from identified blinks and artifact-free EEG epochs.69

Recording epochs of 2,000 ms (including a 200 ms pre-stimulus baseline) were extracted off-line from the blink-corrected continuous data, tagged for A/D saturation, and low-pass filtered at 20 Hz (-24 dB/octave). To maximize the number of artifact-free epochs, volume-conducted horizontal eye movements were reduced by computing the linear regressions between the horizontal EEG and the EEG differences of homologous lateral recording sites (i.e., Fp2 - Fp1, F8 - F7, etc.) for each epoch, and the correlated eye activity was then removed by applying $\hat{\beta}$ weight/2 to each lateral EEG signal (cf. 10). Residual artifacts due to amplifier drift, muscle or movement-related activity, or residual eye activity were identified on a channel-by-channel and trial-by-trial basis by employing a reference-free electrical distance residual eye activity were identified on a channel-by-channel and trial-by-trial basis by employing a reference-free electrical distance residual eye activity were identified on a channel-by-channel and trial-by-trial basis by employing a reference-free electrical distance residual eye activity were identified on a channel-by-channel and trial-by-trial basis by employing a reference-free electrical distance.

Stimulus-locked ERP waveforms were averaged from artifact-free trials using the entire 2-s epoch (correct responses only for button press). The mean number of trials used to compute target ERP averages across response mode ($M \pm SD$, minimum in any condition, controls vs. patients) were 29.2 ± 2.2 (14) vs. 29.3 ± 1.8 (21) for the tonal task, and 29.7 ± 1.8 (22) vs. 29.0 ± 2.0 (19) for the phonetic task. There were no significant differences between patients and controls, response mode, or task, as virtually identical mean number of trials were observed for each response mode and task in each group. Furthermore, a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio for each condition was confirmed by visual inspections of the individual ERP waveforms of each participant. ERP waveforms were screened for electrolyte bridges,71 low-pass filtered at 12.5 Hz (-24 dB/octave), and baseline-corrected using the 100 ms preceding stimulus onset.

Current Source Density (CSD) andPrincipal Components Analysis (PCA)

Averaged ERP waveforms were transformed into current source density (CSD) estimates ($\mu$V/cm$^2$ units) using a spherical spline surface Laplacian66 as detailed elsewhere (e.g.,42,43,46). To determine common sources of variance in these reference-free transformations of the original ERP data, CSD waveforms were submitted to temporal principal components analysis (PCA) derived from the covariance matrix, followed by unrestricted Varimax rotation of the covariance loadings. However, only a limited number of meaningful, high-variance CSD factors were retained for further statistical analysis (for complete rationale, see 42,43,46). By virtue of the reference-independent Laplacian transform, CSD factors have an unambiguous component polarity and topography.

Stimulus-locked CSD waveforms (220 sample points spanning the time interval from -100 to 995 ms around stimulus-onset) were submitted to temporal PCA (MatLab emulation of BMDP-4M algorithms),42 with an input data matrix consisting of 220 variables and 17,112 observations stemming from 46 participants, 12 conditions (target/nontarget stimuli, tonal/phonetic task, left press/right press/silent count response mode) and 31 electrode sites, including the nose.

Statistical analysis

For PCA factors of interest (i.e., those covering variance associated with target detection ERP effects), factor scores for target stimuli were submitted to repeated measures ANOVA with task (tonal, phonetic) and response mode (left press, right press, silent count) as within-subjects factors, and group (controls, patients) as a between-subjects factor. Guided by our previous findings,33,31,46 repeated measures ANOVA were conducted for subsets of recording sites at which PCA factor scores were largest and most representative of the associated CSD components. These subsets consisted of either midline or lateral, homologous recording sites over both hemispheres, thus adding either site, or site and hemisphere as within-subjects factors to the design. The rationale for selecting a “subset” of recording sites as a “representative” measure for a factor is given below with the factor descriptions. For this reason, and to avoid needless complexity, site effects are only reported if they are of critical relevance to the study objectives.

For the behavioral data, only button press responses were analyzed. Response latency (mean response time of correct responses) and percentages of correct responses were submitted to repeated measures ANOVA with task (tonal, phonetic) and response hand (left, right) as within-subjects factors, and group (controls, patients) as the between-subjects factor.

To increase statistical power, gender was not included as a design factor given that the small number of women resulted in uneven cell sizes, and also because the investigation of sex differences was not the primary objective of the study; importantly, however, the gender ratio (15 male, 8 female) was equal for patients and controls.

Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon ($\varepsilon$) correction was used to compensate for violations of sphericity when appropriate.72 Simple effects and contrasts (BMDP-4V)73 provided means to systematically examine interaction sources, or to further explore group effects even in the absence of superordinate interactions. A conventional significance level ($p < .05$) was applied for all effects.
RESULTS

Behavioral data

The mean response latency for correct button press responses was about 115 ms slower in patients compared to controls for both tones (M ±SD; controls vs. patients; 422.8 ±116.5 vs. 541.6 ±123.8 ms) and syllables (448.7 ±117.6 vs. 557.6 ±138.1 ms; group main effect, F[1,44] = 11.1, p = .002), and across groups about 20 ms faster for tones than syllables (task main effect, F[1,44] = 5.55, p = .02), which is in accordance with our previous findings.10,33,48 Performance accuracy was high for both groups, and likely subject to ceiling effects, although the mean hit rate was marginally lower for patients compared to controls (95.9 ±7.1 vs. 98.2 ±5.2%; group main effect, F[1,44] = 2.97 p = .09). However, there was no task difference in performance accuracy (tonal vs. phonetic, 97.1 ±6.8 vs. 97.0 ±6.0%), nor were there any interactions with group. There were also no significant behavioral effects involving response hand.

Electrophysiologic data

Grand mean CSD waveforms

Figures 1 and 2 show the grand mean, reference-free CSD waveforms of patients and controls at all 31 recording sites for tonal and phonetic target (averaged across response mode) and nontarget stimuli (averaged across task and response mode) at all 31 recording sites. Horizontal and vertical electrooculograms (EOG) [µV] are shown before artifact correction (insets). Distinct CSD components are labeled for controls (italics) and included frontocentral N1 and N2 sinks (approximate peak latencies were 105 ms at C4 and 230 ms at F4), a mid-parietal P3 source (375 ms at Pz), and a midfrontal sink (FRN; 480 ms at Fz).

Figure 1.
Grand mean reference-free current source density (CSD) [µV/cm²] waveforms (-100 to 995 ms) for 23 healthy adults and 23 schizophrenic patients comparing tonal and phonetic target (averaged across response mode) and nontarget stimuli (averaged across task and response mode) at all 31 recording sites. Horizontal and vertical electrooculograms (EOG) [µV] are shown before artifact correction (insets). Distinct CSD components are labeled for controls (italics) and included frontocentral N1 and N2 sinks (approximate peak latencies were 105 ms at C4 and 230 ms at F4), a mid-parietal P3 source (375 ms at Pz), and a midfrontal sink (FRN; 480 ms at Fz).

The expected target/nontarget condition effects were clearly evident, particularly for the tonal task in healthy adults (Figure 1, left), revealing frontocentral N2 sinks (approximate peak latency 230 ms; e.g., site F4) and mid-parietal P3 sources (375 ms; Pz) for target stimuli only. However, target-related N2 sinks and P3 sources were smaller in patients (Figure 1, right). In contrast, a late mid-frontal sink for targets (480 ms; Fz), which we have repeatedly observed in various paradigms48,53,55,56 and linked to a frontal response negativity (FRN),13 was equally robust in controls and patients. Across tasks, a prominent frontocentral N1 sink corresponded to a lateral temporoparietal source (105 ms; e.g., see sites Cz, C3/4, FC5/6 and TP9/10, P9/10), although this was smaller for syllables compared to tones. This early frontocentral N1 sink was followed by lateral temporal N1 sinks for tones (160 ms; T7/8) but not for syllables.

This CSD component structure was modulated in both groups by the different response requirements (Figure 2). Most notably, CSD waveforms revealed marked button press effects over medial-central sites (C3/4), shifting the contralateral CSD waveforms in a negative direction for most of the recording epoch. By comparison, silent count responses had a relative smaller P3 source over mid-parietal sites (e.g., Pz). Thus, overall CSD waveforms were highly comparable in controls and patients across task and response mode, despite notable reductions of prominent CSD components (N2 sink, P3 source) in patients. Importantly, eye movements were also comparable across group, task, and response mode (see bipolar eye activity traces included in Figures 1 and 2), and evidently did not affect the corresponding CSDs derived from blink-corrected continuous EEG data.

PCA component waveforms and topographies

Figure 3 shows the time courses of factor loadings for the first six CSD factors extracted (86.8% explained variance after rotation) and the corresponding topographies of factor scores, separately plotted for tasks and groups. Labels were chosen to indicate the peak latency of
the factor loadings relative to stimulus onset, and are supplemented by a brief functional interpretation if the factor had a signature topography. The mere purpose of these identifying labels is to ease referring to these CSD factors, which nevertheless consist of characteristic time courses and entire topographies.

CSD factors corresponded to N1 sink (peak latency 105 ms; off-midline, medial-central sinks associated with lateral temporoparietal sources; 5.9% explained variance), temporal N1 sink (170 ms, lateral-temporal sinks paired with a vertex source; 6.1%), N2 sink (240 ms, frontocentral sinks for tones and left lateral-parietal sinks for syllables paired with a mid-parietal source; 6.1%), and P3 source (355 ms; broad medial-parietal maximum; 21.3%). Two additional high-variance factors corresponded to late activity around the time subjects responded (560 ms; mid-frontal sink paired with off-midline, centroparietal sources [FRN]; 26.4%) and beyond (895 ms; unsystematic topography; 21.0%).

For both groups, these factors closely matched those reported previously for these tasks in larger samples of healthy adults, but left-greater-than-right N2 sinks for right press (-0.41 ±1.25 vs. -0.23 ±1.25) but not for syllables (-0.01 ±1.06 vs. 0.31 ±1.15). Apart from a highly significant task main effect that simply confirmed the presence of N2 sink for tones but not syllables at these sites, there was also a highly significant response mode x hemisphere interaction (Figure 4). Simple hemisphere main effects for each response mode revealed right-greater-than-left N2 sinks for left press (LH vs. RH, -0.18 ±1.14 vs. -0.54 ±1.46; F[1,44] = 10.6, p = .002) and silent count (-0.14 ±0.95 vs. -0.30 ±1.25; F[1,44] = 3.73, p = .06), but left-greater-than-right N2 sinks for right press (-0.41 ±1.25 vs. -0.23 ±1.36; F[1,44] = 3.89, p = .05). Although there was no significant overall task x hemisphere interaction at these anterior sites, a simple interaction effect at FC5/6 (F[1,44] = 6.34, p = .02) stemmed from a right-greater-than-left N2 sink for tones (LH vs. RH, -0.44 ±1.33 vs. -0.48 ±1.34), and vice versa for syllables (-0.01 ±0.95 vs. 0.31 ±1.15).

In contrast, the analysis of N2 sink at posterior sites did not reveal any significant effects involving group. Apart from another highly significant task main effect, confirming the presence of N2 sink for syllables but not tones, significant effects of hemisphere and task x
hemisphere originated from a left-greater-than-right N2 asymmetry for the phonetic task (LH vs. RH; for syllables, -0.63 ±1.03 vs. -0.25 ±0.93) but not for tones (0.26 ±1.17 vs. 0.41 ±1.10). However, a highly significant task x hemisphere x site x group interaction, F[2,88] = 5.96, p = .005, ε = 0.91, could be traced to a greater phonetic N2 sink for patients compared to controls at site P7 (-0.89 ±0.92 vs. -0.27 ±1.09; simple group main effect, F[1,44] = 6.13, p = .02; Figure 4). A response mode main effect resulted from a greater N2 sink for silent count compared to left press (-0.14 ±1.10 vs. -0.03 ±1.18; F[1,44] = 5.94, p = .02), while the contrasts of these response modes to right press (-0.05 ±1.12) were not significantly different.

P3 source

Factor 355 corresponded to P3 source amplitude for targets, spanning parietal sites with a midline maximum in both tasks (Figure 3B, row 4). Two separate ANOVA were computed using three
Frontal Response Negativity (FRN) were present in both patients and controls (Figure 3, row 4). Finally, a significant task x hemisphere interaction resulted from opposite asymmetries favoring the right hemisphere for tones (LH vs. RH) and left button presses, they were highly comparable across groups.

Table 2
Summary of F ratios (and ε corrections) from repeated measures ANOVA performed on CSD-PCA factors scores for targets at selected sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor (Sites)</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>355</th>
<th>560</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N2 sink</td>
<td>(F3/4, FC5/6, C3/4)</td>
<td>(P7/8, P9/10, TP9/10)</td>
<td>(P3/4, P7/8, CP5/6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>4.96*</td>
<td>6.13*</td>
<td>4.78*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>42.2****</td>
<td>48.8****</td>
<td>4.22*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T x G</td>
<td>10.6**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>3.14 (0.90)</td>
<td>3.31* (0.98)</td>
<td>4.57* (0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R x T</td>
<td>2.81 (0.93)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>6.11*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T x H</td>
<td>4.06*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R x H</td>
<td>15.6**** (0.97)</td>
<td>11.0**** (0.99)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R x H x G</td>
<td>2.89 (0.97)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R x T x H</td>
<td>2.46 (0.98)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G = Group (patients, controls); T = task (tonal, phonetic); R = response mode (right press, left press, silent count); H = hemisphere (left, right)

Only F ratios with p < .10 are reported for effects pooled over site (subsets as indicated: for effects involving response mode, df = 2, 88; for all other tabled effects, df = 1, 44)

—Effect not applicable

* p ≤ .05; ** p ≤ .01; *** p ≤ .001; **** p ≤ .0001

homologous pairs over medial and lateral centroparietal sites (P3/4, CP5/6, P7/8) or at midline (Pz).

Both analyses yielded significant group main effects, with patients having reduced P3 source (at Pz; controls vs. patients, 1.96 ±1.31 vs. 1.22 ±1.31). Across groups, tones resulted in a greater P3 source than syllables at Pz (1.69 ±1.38 vs. 1.48 ±1.34). Also across groups, signif- cant response mode main effects in both analyses stemmed from greater P3 source to button press (at Pz; for right press, 1.76 ±1.29; for left press, 1.72 ±1.44) than silent count (1.27 ±1.30; simple contrasts, left/right press vs. silent count, both F[1,44] ≥18.2, both p ≤.0001; left vs. right press, F[1,44] < 1.0, n.s.), and this interacted with hemisphere at medial and lateral centroparietal sites (Figure 5). Whereas left-greater-than-right P3 source was associated with right press (LH vs. RH, 1.02 ±1.26 vs. 0.72 ±1.17), the opposite asymmetry was seen for left press (0.73 ±1.17 vs. 0.90 ±1.22), with no hemisphere difference for silent count (0.62 ±0.97 vs. 0.66 ±1.00). These response-related P3 source asymmetries were indirectly caused by superimposed anterior sinks con- tralaterally to the response hand, which are evident for both groups over left or right frontocentral sites for right or left button presses (Figure 5, rows 1 and 2) but not for silent count (Figure 5, row 3). Difference topographies between right or left press and silent count clarified that button press was associated with a superimposed, dipole-like sink-source generator pattern spanning the left or right motor cortex. While these later- alized, response-related dipoles were not completely symmetric for right and left button presses, they were highly comparable across groups. Finally, a significant task x hemisphere interaction resulted from opposite P3 source asymmetries, favoring the right hemisphere for LH (LH vs. RH, 0.76 ±1.18 vs. 0.85 ±1.16) and the left hemisphere for syllables (0.83 ±1.13 vs. 0.67 ±1.11), and these task-dependent asymmetries were present in both patients and controls (Figure 3, row 4).

Frontal Response Negativity (FRN)

For targets, factor 560 corresponded to a large, focal mid-frontal sink accompanied by off-midline centroparietal sources (Figure 5, row 6), which were analyzed by two separate ANOVA employing only site Fz or three homologous pairs over the centroparietal region (C3/4, CP5/6, P3/4). The only significant effect that emerged from these analyses was a response mode main effect for the centro-parietal source, which was due to greater amplitudes for button press (for right press, 0.88 ±1.22; for left press, 1.02 ±1.25) compared with silent count (0.44 ±0.81; simple contrasts, left/right press vs. silent count, both F[1,44] ≥12.2, both p ≤ .0001), and also greater amplitude for left than right button press (F[1,44] = 4.23, p = .05; Figure 6).

As in our prior study,48 the net effect of detecting targets by either pressing a response button or by silently counting was computed by subtracting the topography of factor 560 for silent count from the mean topography for left and right press (Figure 6, bottom row). As previously seen for the larger sample of healthy adults, this net difference revealed a relative source for the silent count condition over lateral regions of the left hemisphere, particularly for controls (cf. dark blue region at left-lateral sites in the difference topography). Another post-hoc ANOVA was therefore computed for factor 560 using two homologous pairs of lateral-temporal sites (T7/8, TP9/10). This analysis confirmed across groups the greater 560 source at medial temporal sites for silent count (0.04 ±0.93) versus right (−0.03 ±1.17) and left (−0.03 ±0.97) button presses (response mode main effect, F[2,88] = 9.72, p = .0004, ε = .83; simple contrasts, right/left press vs. silent count, F[1,44] ≥ 11.5, both p = .001; right vs. left press, F[1,44] < 1.0, n.s.). However, these response-related effects were substantially reduced in patients (right press, −0.13 ±1.17; left press, −0.10 ±1.10; silent count, 0.00 ±0.92) compared to controls (right press, −0.48 ±1.14; left press, −0.51 ±0.98; silent count, 0.08 ±0.94), resulting in a significant response mode x group interaction (F[2,88] = 4.48, p = .02, ε = .83; group interaction contrasts, right/left press vs. silent count, F[1,44] ≥ 4.44, both p < .05; right vs. left press, F[1,44] < 1.0, n.s.).

DISCUSSION

The present study did not provide support for the hypothesis that different response requirements during simple auditory target detection tasks (i.e., using a button press or silent count) differentially affect...
amplitude or asymmetry of N2 and P3 components in schizophrenia patients and healthy controls, and is thereby consistent with the P3 findings reported by Ford et al. This study systematically compared the effects of left or right button press versus silent count on all subcomponents of the N2/P3 complex in a fully-crossed, within-subjects design in schizophrenia. While response mode impacted on all subcomponents of the N2/P3 complex, with most of the modulations originating from medial-central sites and attributable to motor activities associated with a button press, the response-related effects on N2 and P3 were highly comparable among patients and controls, which is in close agreement with previous findings. Consistent with numerous prior ERP studies in schizophrenia, schizophrenic patients showed bilateral reduction in amplitudes of sink and source activity underlying the N2 and P3 components, that is, the defining electrophysiologic correlates of tone discrimination tasks. Notably, patients had marked reductions of N2 sink amplitude over frontocentral sites during the tonal task, and of P3 source amplitude over lateral- and mid-parietal sites during both tasks. It would therefore appear that deficits in stimulus categorization, which are commonly associated with N2, depend on the specific cortical substrate primarily involved in N2 generation – the tonal N2 sink is consistent with possible contributions of anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). Of critical importance for the present study, however, is that these reductions of N2 sink or P3 source were not greater over the left than right hemisphere. Although the interpretation of the lack of asymmetric P3 reductions is generally problematic, several unique paradigmatic features of the present study strengthen this conclusion.

While the basic paradigm closely matched standard auditory oddball tasks, it employed tonal and phonetic stimuli suitable to specifically probe left or right hemispheric functions. Most importantly, patients and controls showed the expected task-related asymmetries of N2 sinks and P3 sources favoring the right hemisphere for tones but the left hemisphere for syllables, thereby replicating our previous findings using tonal and phonetic oddball tasks in a large sample (n = 66) of schizophrenic patients. Moreover, in the present study, the left-lateralized parietal N2 sink for syllables was even more robust in patients than healthy controls, suggesting preserved categorization of phonemes (i.e., early encoding of linguistic information) in schizophrenia. The preserved task-related N2/P3 asymmetries in schizophrenia challenges the implicit notion that greater reductions of N2/P3 amplitude over left than right temporal sites are per se indicative of a left-lateralized dysfunction. This assumption would have predicted left-lateralized reductions of N2/P3 components regardless of task, or particularly for phonetic stimuli known to engage left-hemispheric processing. Instead, right-greater-than-left N2 and/or P3 amplitudes for tones, which are commonly used as stimuli in standard oddball tasks, represent the normal asymmetry pattern that is consistent with functional hemispheric differences for pitch processing in healthy adults.

The present study employed a combined CSD-PCA approach that is not subject to the interpretational ambiguities stemming from the recording reference or ERP component quantification, which may have contributed to prior conflicting reports concerning P3 asymmetry. Apart from this methodological advantage, the capability of these combined methods to separate task- and response-related effects for temporally and spatially overlapping components, which are highly blurred in volume-conducted surface potentials, allowed the identification of a late, left-lateralized source. This source was unique to silent-counting of targets and approximated the timing of the subjects’ manual response, suggesting an increased, left-lateralized memory load associated with updating the internal target count. Most importantly, this left-lateralized source was markedly reduced in patients, which is consistent with impairments of working memory in schizophrenia. The left temporoparietal topography of this silent-counting effect resembles topographic abnormalities observed in schizophrenia for the late parietal old/new effect, which is widely considered an electrophysiologic correlate of conscious recollection. In three independent studies, we found largely preserved late positive old/new effects in patients over mid-parietal sites, but markedly reduced old/new effects over left lateral parietal regions. While the current finding of a reduced left-lateralized source in patients supports the idea that the added cognitive demand in silent-counting oddball tasks may increase the likelihood of observing lateralized ERP reductions in schizophrenia, particularly when employing a conventional analysis of volume-conducted surface potentials using a bilateral recording reference (linked-ears or -mastoids), it also provides evidence that this silent count effect is not directly linked to classic N2 or P3 but rather to a distinct component likely associated with working memory or other cognitive processes.

The silent count effect was observed during a late CSD factor (560 ms peak latency) interval and was maximum over left temporal sites. While the underlying component is substantially masked in surface potentials, CSD-PCA methods have repeatedly revealed a mid-frontal, response-related negativity (FRN) accompanied by off-midline centrotemporal sources during this time interval in a wide range of ERP paradigms – including tonal, phonetic, novel, and dichotic oddball tasks, as well as continuous recognition memory tasks using spoken or read words and faces. Thus, the FRN is a characteristic and replicable CSD component. Although this component is observed around the time subjects respond or approximately 50 ms after the recorded response onset, and its topography is highly similar to the error-related negativity (ERN; N1) for error but also correct responses, the fact that it is also present during the silent count condition strongly suggests that it is not contingent on a motor response. Still, FRN peak latencies during button presses, as identified in the grand mean CSD waveforms, were about 75 ms longer for patients compared to controls, thereby approximating but not fully matching the 115-ms slower response latency of patients. While it is possible that the larger FRN amplitude during button press than silent count (cf. trend in Table 2), which was supported for the larger sample of healthy adults, may reflect an incomplete motor response or response inhibition, as suggested by Go/NoGo response tasks, the blocked assignment of response mode should have eliminated the need to inhibit motor responses during silent count; however, given the lack of NoGo trials in the present paradigm, these issues are beyond the scope of this report. As we have previously interpreted this stimulus-locked CSD component as an index of processes linked to response selection, evaluation, or monitoring, it is of interest to note that there were no group differences in the overall FRN amplitude, that is, neither in its midfrontal sink nor in its centroparietal source. This suggests that patients did not show evidence of any response monitoring deficit during these tonal and phonetic oddball tasks, in which their accuracy was on par with that of controls. This is in striking contrast to our recent finding of a markedly reduced response-locked FRN in schizophrenia during auditory and visual word recognition memory tasks.

Typical limitations of ERP studies in schizophrenia involve ongoing treatment with antipsychotic medication, small sample size, sample heterogeneity with respect to clinical features, and differences in task performance. Differential medication effects on auditory ERPs have
been reported, for example, with clozapine treatment being associated with P3 enhancement, or risperidone treatment associated with reduced P3 latency. In a previous report, we found reduced N2 amplitudes in schizophrenia during these tonal and phonetic oddball tasks primarily for unmedicated patients. This is consistent with the current study, which included more unmedicated than medicated patients; however, it is not clear to what extent drug treatment had a moderating influence on the current findings. While the number of patients included in the present study (n = 23) was substantially smaller than the sample size of our previous study (n = 66), which likely caused a reduction in statistical power for detecting less robust effects, the current patient sample was reasonably large compared to sample sizes of many other studies. Also, the current study included a particularly well-matched sample of healthy controls. Although patients responded more slowly than healthy controls, their performance accuracy during these less-demanding target detection tasks was more than adequate and on par with those of healthy adults. The well-preserved, highly-comparable CSD component structure in patients also bolstered the assumption that task disengagement was not a concern.

In summary, we found bilateral reductions of N2 sink and P3 source amplitudes during tonal and phonetic oddball tasks in schizophrenic patients. The present study also found evidence that silently counting targets during these oddball tasks imposes a response requirement that differs substantially from a button press condition and is associated with a late, relative positivity over left temporal sites, which is reduced in patients. This positivity may influence the laterality of overlapping ERP components (e.g., P3) observed for different tasks (e.g., tonal vs. phonetic) or study groups (i.e., healthy controls vs. schizophrenic patients), particularly with conventional ERP measures that are influenced by the EEG recording reference. The employed CSD-PCA approach clearly separated this superimposed silent-counting effect from N2 sink and P3 source activity, that is, neuronal current generator patterns underlying these two prototypical ERP components. However, it is not likely that this methodological insight can easily account for reports of asymmetric P3 reductions in schizophrenia during typical oddball tasks. Rather, it seems more parsimonious to hypothesize that differences in neuroanatomy between patient samples involving asymmetric impairments of temporal lobe structures (as previously argued by O’Donnell et al. and Ford et al.) are a major contributor to inconsistent findings of asymmetric N2/P3 reductions in schizophrenia across different laboratories. Patients without asymmetric structural impairments may not show asymmetric neurophysiologic deficits during simple tonal oddball tasks, which thereby appear unsuitable to probe a left-lateralized, language-related dysfunction in schizophrenia. In contrast, more demanding tasks that specifically probe linguistic and/or mnemonic processes are better suited to study specific impairments of cognitive function, and these have less ambiguously pointed to a left-lateralized dysfunction of phonological processing in schizophrenia.
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